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Introduction
Did you know you have less than 5% chance of finding a reputable locksmith anywhere in the U.S.
today when you need one in an emergency?
Throughout the nation there is an epidemic of Phony Locksmiths trained to take advantage of and
steal from those in bad situations, charging several times the amount that should be charged for
services, many which are fraudulent to begin with. There have been tens of thousands of complaints
to local and federal law enforcement agencies by people who have been ripped off by a variety of
scams. Most, but not all of these scammers are illegally in the country and employed by organized
crime interests. Almost none of them have any locksmith training whatsoever. What’s more, some
use intimidating tactics and overcharge you.

Typical Lockout Situation

Common Misconceptions
There has been much written about 'how to spot a Phony Locksmith', many of the criteria are often
misleading. The main objective of the Phony Locksmith is to appear as legitimate as possible,
putting you at ease in order to steal from you. So you can't always tell by appearance.

● Unmarked Vehicles
Many Locksmiths will drive their personal vehicles, particularly late at night as they might have
been sleeping when called. A certain town in Montana has had only three locksmiths for the past 40
years. Only one had a store front and only one had a marked van, yet all three of them were (and
still are) legitimate. Big service vans are preferable to some, but not necessary, they are also
expensive to run and maintain. Many of the Phony Locksmiths actually do have marked service
vans as well. I have owned 3 different service vans and at present, just use my personal vehicle as it
is more convenient for me, not to rush back to the shop to get a van, making my emergency
response time much longer. My own father who taught me the trade and a locksmith for many,
many years, never had a marked vehicle. Some Phony locksmiths will buy used vans from other
locksmiths that have traded them in and just use the existing signage, just to fool you.

● Uniforms
A uniform or lack of a uniform does NOT mean you have a legitimate Locksmith. Many
Locksmiths work from their homes and may not be wearing their uniform when called. Some
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legitimate locksmiths prefer to wear their everyday clothing. Anyone can buy a polo shirt and have
a name embroidered or sew a patch on it. A uniform is no indication that your locksmith is not a
phony and street clothing doesn't mean your locksmith is illegitimate. As a third generation
Locksmith, I am the first to wear a uniform, and then, I don't wear it every day either, sometimes
they're in the wash.

● Association Membership
Having membership in a locksmith association is not an indicator that you have a Phony Locksmith.
Some Locksmiths just don't care to join them for a variety of reasons. Although, ALOA members
must be recommended by another member in good standing. Having an association logo on a
vehicle or website also doesn't guarantee that your locksmith is legitimate or even authorized to use
it. It doesn't even mean the association actually exists. Remember, the Phony Locksmith

needs to appear legitimate.

The Typical Scammer
As you can see, the scammer isn't so easy to spot at first glance. You will need to look just a little bit
deeper. The Phony locksmith scammers are typically young, in their 20s or early 30s. They are
almost exclusively foreign nationals here on student or tourist visas. This is NOT all inclusive, the
Phony comes from many backgrounds (some will hire local people off the street), but this is by far
the most common. For the most part, they do not wear uniforms, nor drive marked vehicles, but a
few of them do.

Scammer Being Arrested in Raleigh NC

6 Things to Watch For
● $15 Low Service Fee
There are NO $15, $19, $29 or $39 Locksmiths anywhere. This is simply a scam which can end up
costing you up to several hundred dollars. These are not real locksmiths but out of state phone
banks. When you ask them for a price for a lockout they will usually quote you a price of a $29
service fee and the 'tech' will determine the rest of the price. They will tell you 'labor' is $15 and
up. This is a LIE. 80% of all vehicles can be opened using the same procedure. You should be
quoted an exact price, during reasonable hours this should be no more than between $60 and $85
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during normal business hours. Not the $200+ the scammer will try to charge.
What You Can Do
If you balk at paying they will threaten to call the police. This is no more than a threat. What they
are doing is illegal, it is called bait-and-switch, it is also FRAUD. Simply quietly call the police and
try to keep them there until they arrive. Have them arrested.

● "LOCAL" Locksmith's
A Phony Locksmith far away from your town chooses several names for it's business that are
similar to names used by local locksmiths. They advertise in the phone book and on the Web using
several local telephone numbers and local addresses, but there is NO locksmith at the address
listed.. When you call these numbers, you are connected to a call center in another city, even
another state! Some who claim to be “local locksmith” companies have multiple listings
(sometimes 30 or more separate listings in a single phone book) with different names. But the calls
to each of these numbers go back to the same central number in a distant city where operators
dispatch untrained individuals to do the job.
What You Can Do
Ask questions to determine if they are familiar with your area. Ask where they are located, if they
say they are mobile, ask where their service vehicle is located right now. If they are vague, they
probably are not local.
If a business address is given, confirm that the address belongs to that locksmith. Scammers list
local addresses to give the impression that they are nearby. The addresses may belong to other
businesses or even vacant lots, if they exist at all. Some legitimate locksmiths don't include a street
address in their listing either because they operate a mobile business from their home and may not
want to give out their home address, some internet listing services do not even allow you to show an
address if you are mobile or work from home.
If you call a locksmith who doesn’t list an address, ask why. If they do list a local address ask what
the address is, if they don't know their listed address: They are PHONY. This is discussed further
on page 7 in the section on websites.

● Your Lock Can't Be Picked /You Have High Security Locks
They will tell you the lock can't be picked and they have to drill it. Simply because they have no
locksmith skills at all. They can't pick the lock and will destroy your lock by drilling or tearing the
knob off (a locksmith will not tear off your knob with pliers). They will then sell you a cheap lock,
costing them around $5 to $8, yet charge you $100, $300 and sometimes over $1000! In 25+ years
I have seldom drilled a door lock. I have even come across few locks that I could not pick quickly.
There are a few high security locks that are designed to be unpickable, also some newer locks have
pick resistant technology the SmartKeyTM locks are one of those. Still there are other options in
by-passing a lock that do not involve a destructive opening, it is not the normal practice. Probably
99% of homes DO NOT have High Security locks.
What You Can Do
Be cautious if you’re told up front that the lock has to be drilled and replaced. A legitimate
locksmith has the tools and education to unlock almost any door. At the most a replacement
residential lock should not cost much more than $40 to $50 and often less. Get a final price
BEFORE any work is done. Make sure you have an itemized invoice. Write down the license plate
of his vehicle and ask to see a driver's license write the information down. If you get ripped off you
will be able to help the police find and prosecute the scammer and obtain a refund. Remember, your
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home probably doesn't have high security locks, if it does, you would probably be aware of it
anyway.

● 15 Minutes Fast Service!
It would be nice. Every single ad or website I have seen, belonging to a scam locksmith, offers 3
things without fail.
1.Low $29 service fee. 2.a 10% or 15% 'discount'. And 3. - 15 Minutes Fast Service! Many
include a 4th element; an image of a smiling woman wearing a telephone headset.
There are only 8 images below, yet many of these images can be found on several hundred
different websites!

Smiling Operator with headset
I don't offer service more than 20 miles from the house without an appointment. This makes sure I
get there on time. Most calls I receive are less than 8 miles away. Yet depending on the time of day,
it could take 1/2 an hour or more to go just 10 miles. There are times when I have arrived in only 5
minutes. But no one can offer you real and consistent 15 minute service every time. The 'tech' is
instructed by his out of state dispatcher to call you immediately and tell you he will arrive in 15
minutes. The 'locksmith' could be 30 miles away, but it will always be -15 Minutes. I have known of
people waiting over 3 hours for a 'locksmith' who was supposed to be there in 15 minutes. When
they don't show, a typical story is that they have a flat tire so they are 'sending someone else' it's
almost as if they all use the same script. But you are actually getting the same person as before.
What You Can Do
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First of all if the website offers all of the 'Big

3' ($29-15%-15 minutes)

Call Someone Else!
Ask questions to determine if the ETA they provide you with is truthful. Plan for an extra 10
minutes or so in heavy traffic. If it is taking more than double the time promised, cancel or negotiate
a lower price.

Typical Scammer Ad

● 15% Discount
Discounts are a GOOD thing. But this is a very common ploy in almost every single scammer ad.
You think you are getting a deal, but in reality this is just to make you feel at ease so the scammer
can rob you. If a typical rekey price is between $15 and $19 (more for commercial or high security)
and the scammer is going to charge you $30 to $50 and then extra for a 'per door' charge; The
discount means nothing. They will literally charge as much as they think they can bully you into.
What You Can Do
Legitimate locksmiths can and do offer discounts or throw in freebies, so make sure you get a solid
quote first, the discount should come off of that, not from some arbitrary and excessive charges the
scammer makes up as he goes along.

● The Locksmith Website
We have already discussed the "Big 3" -$29-15%-15 minutes. But there are some other things to
watch out for in the ads that should move you to take a closer look.

•

The company name

Does the name contain the city and state? It is common for locksmiths operating and based in a city
to use that name, for instance in the city of Auburn you might find "Auburn Locksmith" But
probably not "Auburn GA Locksmith" nor "Locksmith Auburn GA". A zip code is also suspect i.e.
"Locksmith 30011" if you have all 3 -city -state- and zip code in the company name, something is
fishy. Also strange names like “AAAA+24/7 Local Locksmith”, or “000Emergency A1 Locksmith
Pro”etc -are a sure sign of a phony.

•

800/876/877 Toll Free Numbers
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Many legitimate locksmiths offer toll free numbers and it's helpful if you are in an emergency and
can only use a pay phone (if you can find one in this day and age) Or perhaps you left your keys in
Miami and you are in the Atlanta airport and need a locksmith to meet you at your car or home in
Nashville, a toll free number is nice. But in addition to a toll free number, your locksmith should
have a LOCAL number too. Toll free calls are free for the caller, but the guy on the other end
sometimes pays a hefty fee for each call he receives. So be cautious. A toll free number without a
local number could very well be an out of state call center.

•

Service Area Coverage

If you come across an ad with 30 or 40 zip codes or city names, it makes you wonder how they can
be everywhere at once. Remembering that here are only a few large locksmith companies in any
given area, the bulk being one or two man operations. Using Auburn as an example again. There is
a 'locksmith' (one of several) advertising as "Auburn Locksmith" at the bottom of the web page
there are links to several 'different' companies. One of these is "Kennesaw Locksmith" These two
cities are 55, 63 and 69 miles apart, depending on which roads you take. Also there are links to 2
'different' PLUMBING companies! A quick whois search reveals that they are all registered by the
same man who lives in Portland Oregon and owns another locksmith business there! Portland is
2,700 miles away from Auburn. They advertise they are "Well Known" in the Auburn Metro AreaMetro? Less than 7,000 people live in Auburn. Hardly qualifies as metropolitan.
This is just one example out of hundreds if not thousands. One "Dunwoody Locksmith" has links to
several companies in Colorado! Another "Dunwoody Locksmith" has links to companies in Seattle
etc etc. Do yourself a favor and scroll down to the bottom of the page and see what you find.

•

Bad Grammar

Nobody likes the 'Grammar Police', but when looking for a locksmith, you need to go back to
school. Since many of these phony scammers are foreign nationals and have English as a a second
language, you will find glaring mistakes. The ad below actually spells the name of the cities they
claim to be based in wrong. Here is a snippet from a scammer website:
tthe best team of technicians in town that undergo complete training and fully equipped to provide
professional services anytime day or night. Our technicians apply the most advance state of the art
technology to ensure high quality of services absolutely very affordable price. Our services
available 24 hours a day 7 days a week for the entire Georgia, US and surrounding area and our
quick 15 minutes response will end your dilemma and bring you back in your feet in no time!
This was copied and pasted directly from a scammer website. (Locksmith 30046)
A few of the sentences don't even make sense, below are some city names from the same website:
WE COVERAGE AREA - atalanta. .suwanee. duluth. marietta. austell. smyrna.lilburn.
lithonia.conyers. cumming. roswell. alpharetta. lawrenceville. sneillville. tucker. stone mountion.
norcross . dunwoody. doraville. buford. decatur. riverdale. east point. stockbridge. colleag park.
forest park. union citi. chamblee. mcdonough. doraville. clarkston. morrow. rex. fayetteville.
newnaw. tyrone. jonesboro. clayton. lithia springs. mableton. powder springs. douglasville. hiram.
smyrna. kennesaw. acworth. canton. woodstock. grayson. dacula .
The misspelled cities are underlined. None of the names are capitalized, in fact the only thing is
this:
WE COVERAGE AREA
Still scratching my head... The above is not the worst example I could find. Still, most scammer ads
are not this bad. But a constant theme is misspellings and incomprehensible statements. At the very
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least, even if this was a legitimate locksmith, it's sloppy and unprofessional. A website is the face
one presents to the public, to introduce yourself. Personally, I wouldn't want a sloppy or
unprofessional contractor doing any work for me. (By the way I found 6 DIFFERENT companies
using the name Locksmith 30046)

•

Graphics

Many of the phony scammers use (and reuse) the same stock photos and art to build their sites. As
you are doing your research you will notice the same pictures over and over on the different
scammer sites. You will notice that the graphics on many scammer sites are also impersonal, rather
than pictures of their service vehicles the will use generic, stock graphics.

This "expert" has CARPENTRY tools, no locksmith tools at all.
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What you can do
Carefully read the web site ad. See if the company on the page is the same you clicked in the
search engine. For instance if you searched for “locksmith lawrenceville” make sure you don't get
“East Point Locksmith” or something else many miles away.
Look for bad English, nonsense sentences, badly misspelled words and very poor grammar -clues
that you are dealing with non-English speaker or a non-professional.
Check to see that the site does not advertise several websites with different names, cities or states.
(usually at the bottom)
Calculate whether the described coverage area is realistic, if they claim to to service cities 60 miles
apart, you are about to get ripped off.
Beware of ads with large numbers of zip codes or cities listed.

Next Steps
Want to protect yourself from becoming the next victim? PLEASE do your research and use a
reputable and legitimate company.
Tips for Picking a Locksmith
How do you choose a legitimate locksmith? DO YOUR RESEARCH before you need one. This is
good if you’re having a locksmith do work at your home, like installing deadbolts or rekeying your
door locks. You can check out locksmiths with your state Attorney General ( www.naag.org ), local
consumer protection agency ( www.consumeraction.gov ), and the Better Business Bureau
( www.bbb.org ) to make sure there are no unresolved complaints on file. This is true whether you
need a locksmith for a one-time job, or you want to hire someone to work for you on a continuing
basis. You must be able to trust your locksmith. Don’t give access to the locks of your home, car,
or place of business to just anyone.
In an emergency, like being locked out of your car, you don’t have much time for thorough
research.

In emergency situations:
•

If you’re locked out of your car and have a roadside assistance, call them first. Sometimes
it's included when you buy a car, through your car insurance policy or by third party
providers such AAA or CAA. Roadside assistance plans normally have vendors that they
have already checked out and might have special rates for unlocking cars. Some plans
include jump starts batteries, tire change, fuel delivery and most include tow service.

•

Call family or friends for recommendations.

•

Get a relationship with a locksmith NOW before you need one, get to know them, check
them out ask around about them, program their number into your phone, write it down and
place it in your wallet.

•

Get an estimate for ALL work and ALL parts BEFORE work begins. In a lockout situation,
ALL legitimate locksmiths will give you an estimate or a solid quote on the phone
for the total cost of the work.
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•

Ask about additional fees before you agree to have the locksmith perform the work.
Companies may charge extra for responding to a call in the middle of the night Ask
about mileage surcharges, or a minimum service call charges, all of these should
have already been added into the quote you were given.

•

If the price the locksmith provides when he arrives doesn’t jibe with the estimate you
got on the telephone, DO NOT ALLOW THE WORK TO BE DONE.

•

You Can Refuse. If you are not comfortable with the service provider, you can, and
should, refuse to work with the locksmith.

•

Never sign a blank form authorizing work, although you may be required to sign an
affidavit that you are legitimately allowed to contract services such as unlocking a
door or having locks changed.

When The Locksmith Arrives
•

Ask for identification, including a business card and, where applicable, a locksmith
license. At this time, nine states require locksmiths to be licensed: Alabama,
California, Illinois, Louisiana, New Jersey, North Carolina, Oklahoma, Tennessee
and Texas. Check the invoice, does it include the company’s name? Or is it a blank
all purpose form.

•

The locksmith should ask for your I.D. The locksmith should take reasonable steps to
confirm you’re the property owner before starting.

•

When work is completed, ask for an itemized invoice that covers parts, labor,
mileage, service call and any other charge (You can't dispute a charge without proof
of how much you paid and what the payment was for).

•

Get the locksmith's name and ID number if any. Ask for his cell phone number and
test it immediately.

In Case There’s a Next Time
Once you’ve found a reputable locksmith, keep the company’s name and contact information in
your wallet and address book at home or at work. Program this information into your home and cell
phones. This can save you time and trouble the next time you need a locksmith.

More Information
If you have a problem with a locksmith, you can try to resolve the dispute with the company. Make
sure you act quickly. Most of the phony companies will not accept responsibility. Make sure you
keep all receipts, write down the license plate number of their vehicle, if you can, photograph them
and their vehicle. If you can’t get satisfaction, consider contacting your local consumer protection
agency for help. They do have a very low percentage of good results. Calling the police is almost
always the best option.
Try filing a complaint with the FTC. The FTC does not intervene in disputes, your helps indicate
patterns of law violations on which the FTC is required to act. The FTC works for the consumer to
prevent fraudulent, deceptive and unfair business practices, provide information and help
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consumers identify and avoid them.
To file a complaint or to get free information; go to ftc.gov or call1-877-FTC-HELP (1-877-3824357); TTY: 1-866-653-4261. The FTC enters Internet, telemarketing, identity theft, and other
fraud-related complaints into Consumer Sentinel, a secure online database used by law enforcement
agencies around the world.
Lastly, submit all the information you have, phone numbers, address (even the fake ones) names etc
to the Governor's Office of Consumer Protection.
There are several companies online which offer “prescreened” service providers. This may seem
like a good idea, but someone else, other than the owner can be used as a frontman, to make sure
the background checks are passed. That is NOT usually the case anyway. The real problem lies in
the fees these companies charge to provide “Customer Leads” to service providers. Significantly
driving up the cost of service. Fees and percentages paid by the service provider are often paid by
YOU, the consumer, in higher pricing. Many legitimate service providers might avoid these “lead
generators” in order to keep their pricing fair, while this may attract some who don't mind
overcharging. My best advice – find a locksmith NOW, check them out yourself, ask around, until
YOU are satisfied. YOU need to be able to trust your locksmith.

BONUS SECTION (WORDS OF ADVICE)

Why a locksmith should
open your car.
By Chris FitzPatrick NRI CML

When you lock your keys in your car, you have several choices as how to get
back in. You could do it yourself, you could have a friend attempt it, or you
could call one of several different people. A police officer, a tow truck driver, or
even a parking lot attendant.
YOU SHOULD CALL A LOCKSMITH.
Auto makers are making it harder and tougher for thieves to break into your
car, which makes it harder for anyone to get into your car without a key, a
good thing too.
Locksmiths are trained professionals, we have special tools, designed to
open locked cars without damaging the interior of the door, pulling or bending
the linkage rods, breaking the glass or damaging the door electrical system,
sometimes this could cause a fire and actually destroy your auto. When a
locksmith arrives to open your car, he knows what he is looking for and will
not randomly poke around in your door cavity tearing away wires, breaking
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glass, or the lock itself. You will be on your way quickly.
Good Locksmiths are bonded and insured, which means if any damage does
result, it will be taken care of quickly. It is a good idea to ask if your local
locksmith is insured, for your protection.
A police officer can enforce the law, or write a ticket and guard the public
safety.
A tow truck driver can tow you home, even give you a jump start. A parking lot
attendant or security guard can keep the parking lot safe, even help you with
your packages. All of these people are trained in their jobs, and most do them
well, but most of these people are NOT TRAINED TO UNLOCK CARS. If one
of these people damages your car, in most instances there is no recourse, a
$60 to $85 locksmith charge is preferable to $250 to $800 (more if your car
catches fire from broken wiring) to repair your door or replace the glass. It is
possible one of these people can actually open your car, but you don't know
for sure. With a Locksmith, you know you are getting a trained professional.
Play it safe, call a Licensed Locksmith

How To Use A Slim-Jim
by Chris FitzPatrick NRI CML

Most Locksmiths involved in car opening have Car Opening Tools with the manuals
on how to open each car. If you want to slim jim a car: DON'T...... When you put a
foreign object in a door without the Knowledge or Reference Materials, even with the
Correct Tools, you might end up with a lot of
TROUBLE...
DISCONNECTED LINKAGE RODS and BENT LINKAGE RODS
BREAKING ELECTRICAL WIRES IN DOOR (this can actually cause a fire)
DAMAGING OR DEPLOYING SIDE IMPACT AIR BAGS
These things can be expensive to repair. Insurance just might cover the glass. It is
really better in the long run to call a professional locksmith.

Want To Learn How To Pick A Lock?

By Chris FitzPatrick NRI CML

Picking locks takes a lot of practice and high quality tools. Some of the tools you you
see on the internet and in catalogs are just not high quality. You might possibly break
the pick off in the keyway, and then you're in trouble. You cannot even get a key in
the lock now and it cannot be picked until the broken pick is extracted. Which takes
more tools. You will do what you should have done in the first place, call a locksmith.
Being a locksmith involves more than picking locks and opening cars, to do these
things you must have a complete understanding of how this hardware operates. Most
Locksmiths went through extensive training to learn our profession. Good
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Locksmiths continue their training until the day they retire. We are in the security
industry, we are responsible for Protecting Homes and Businesses as well as the
People and Possessions in them. Let a Locksmith do the work, it is what we do, we
are Trained Professionals, it is safer and less costly to get it done right, the first time.

Chris "Fitz" FitzPatrick Sr, is a 3d generation
locksmith, with locksmithing in his DNA. As a
Certified Master Locksmith, with over 45 years
of hands on experience, he has personally
trained several apprentice locksmiths, and been
a Home Depot How-To Clinic instructor. He has
also written and illustrated technical manuals
and several articles on locksmithing.
Married with 7 children and 5 grandchildren, he
lives in Lawrenceville, GA with his family.
He hopes that one of his children will emerge as
a 4th generation locksmith and carry on the
tradition.
Christopher A FitzPatrick NRI CML
Owner: Ariel Reliable Locksmith
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